Windows Look and Feel
- familiar, easy-to-use editing
of MPE/iX, HP-UX and PC files

W
Direct Access to Your HP Files
- without the irritating hassle
of downloads and uploads

for Windows
Robelle Reliability and Support
- crafting rock-solid software with
legendary support for over 20 years

“I wrote the original host-based
Qedit and have maintained it for
over 20 years, but I am now
totally converted to Qedit for
Windows. I didn’t realize how
dependent on it I had become
until I went back to add some new
features to host-based Qedit and
had trouble remembering the
commands!”

W

If you work with HP files of any kind - scripts, job streams, program source, report specs, data files, Suprtool scripts or
web pages - you can do it easier in Qedit for Windows. All the familiarity of the Windows interface, plus full control
of the special characteristics of the HP e3000 and HP-UX servers that PC editors just can’t cope with.

Bob Green
CREATOR OF QEDIT AND
PRESIDENT OF ROBELLE

“Qedit for Windows has greatly
improved my productivity by
allowing me to write Suprtool
reports on the fly without the
awkwardness of using Editor.
Qedit is perfect for the user who
would like to spend more time
writing and less time
maneuvering”.
Alana Jaster
ECOMETRY COORDINATOR
What on Earth!

“I find that I am much more
productive using the Windows
version of Qedit. I refuse to go
back to line editors or visual
mode. Qedit for Windows is just
the easiest, most convenient tool
for working on the HP 3000”.
Ty Franck
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
McGlen Micro

“At Cannex, Qedit for Windows is
our primary editor. Its ability to
handle all file types on the HP
3000 including POSIX and
bytestream files, has proven to be
invaluable. The product is reliable,
easy to use and fast. With new
features being added on a regular
basis, I look forward to seeing
what Robelle has in store next”.
Steven Waters
SYSTEMS MANAGER
Cannex Financial Exchanges Ltd.

Learn One Editor For All Your Systems
Use Qedit for Windows to edit your host files on various
platforms . the HP e3000 and HP-UX systems plus your
local PC files and network server files.
No confusion there.

Host Command Execution
Execute HP host system commands from within Qedit for
Windows, with results appearing in on your screen. You
can quickly develop scripts, highlight the lines you want
to test and run them on the host with a single mouse click.

Intelligent Cut and Paste
Cut or copy text, source code or data from virtually any
file on any machine, to any file on any machine. Quickly
make large selections without having to scroll the entire
document, and it works on Rectangles of text too.

COBOL Users. This One’s For You
Qedit supports automatic insertion of comment tags and
shows them with a different background color. Preserve
COBOL line numbers and jump to them easily. Ruler bars
to help set tabs and keep columns straight.
Easy edit of Copylibs.

Column Editing
Cut, copy and paste rectangular selections, delete and
insert columns, shift text left and right. Convert tabs to
spaces and vice versa to preserve visual appearance
and integrity on multiple files on multiple platforms.

Split Screen
Keep one file in view while you edit another file.
See multiple a views of the same file by splitting it
horizontally or vertically, keeping one section in
view while you scroll through another section
and make changes.

SPLIT SCREEN
Large files no problem

Syntax Coloring - New in Version 5.2
Qedit for Windows highlights keywords, and catches
common syntax errors visually while you are typing.
All common languages such as Cobol, Java, C, C++,
Pascal and HTML are supported.

ONE EDITOR FOR ALL YOUR SYSTEMS
HOST COMMAND EXECUTION

GREAT FOR COBOL USERS

Prevent overwrites

Support expertise

Smart search and replace

Quick access to files

Easy file selection

SYNTAX COLORING

INTELLIGENT CUT AND PASTE
Customize Qedit for Windows

Indispensible Features
Support Expertise
by Phone or Email
For over 20 years, Robelle has been internationally
known for its excellent technical support. A longtime HP Business Partner, Robelle’s team is also
known for their many published technical papers,
tutorials, and books.

Users Love it:

Smart Search & Replace
Search for a string of text. Define searches to
exclude embedded words, look for matching
patterns, ignore case, look in specified columns
etc. Qedit supports regular expressions to allow
you to search for syntax patterns.

Customize Qedit for Windows
Short Learning Curve
Discover the easy-to-learn, intuitive
point-and-click interface.

Quick Access to Files
Qedit for Windows transfers only the portions
of the file that you are in the process of editing.
Enjoy instant access to content of host files with
minimal demand on your network. Eliminate
download/upload cycle associated with
PC editors.

Your editor can support the peculiarities of your
applications and your IT department. Our
renowned technical support team can help you
extend the functions of Qedit for Windows with the
built-in network-aware Qedit Scripting Language.

Prevent Overwrites
Be warned before saving, in the event that another
programmer makes changes to a file you are
editing. You also have the option of gaining
exclusive access to a file so that no one else can
save over your work.

Large files? No problem

Easy File Selection
Identify and locate a file by displaying file name,
file type, date/time last modified and size of file.
With a single mouse click select one of your 20
Most Recently Used Files. You can also manage
and group your “Favorite” files into Explorer-like
folders and quickly access the files you need all
the time, regardless of which system they are
located on.

www.robelle.com
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FREE

Edit files up to 99,999,999 lines long and 8172
characters wide! 20MB trace file? No problem
with Qedit for Windows; just open it and start
searching and editing instantly - no irritating
download wait.

30-Day Demo
Sales@robelle.com

1.888.762.3553
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“Qedit has become a staple at
our institution because of the
productivity boost we realize.
The interface with our Unix
system is transparent, and we
toggle quickly between
program code and testing. I use
Qedit for quick file
maintenance with the replace,
insert and delete functions. I
especially like the quick sort
feature - I get into the directory
I want, hit the ‘Last Modified’
button, and the files I need
jump right to the top of the list.”
Susan Guarino
DEAN, INFORMATION SERVICES
Mount San Jacinto Community College

“We’ve been using Qedit for
Windows to edit MPE COBOL
source code on our HP-3000,
as well as accessing UNIX files
on our HP-9000. It’s been a
huge time-saver on the 9000,
because we no longer have to
telnet into the box and vi the
file - we just edit it right here on
our PC’s. We have an
employee directory on our web
site, which is driven from a flat
CSV file. There are constant
updates to the directory, and
the time savings will pay for
Qedit in the very short term.”
Dave Phillips
PROGRAMMER/WEB DEVELOPER
Gavilan College

